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H 
ow long have 
you been creating 
wedding cakes?

I discovered the art of 

cake decorating around 

12 years ago and initially 

dreamt of nothing more than creating fun 

and funky kids’ cakes. Around fi ve years ago 

though, I fell in love with sugar fl ower artistry 

and have specialised in weddings ever since. 

Can you briefl y describe the process of 
creating a wedding cake?

It’s exciting! And yummy! And hard work! 

The process begins with our fi rst contact with 

the client. The most important thing is that 

the cake is personalised for their love story. 

This is where the design comes in. 

Then, the exciting part is bringing the 

vision to life. First the cake is baked the way 

grandma did ... from scratch and with love ... 

no packet mixes and production lines here. 

Cakes are then torted, fi lled and covered to 

lock in the freshness and moisture. All up, 

that’s a three-day process. Then there’s the 

decoration, which can take as little as an 

hour or two, or as long as a week.

What ingredients are used to make a 
wedding cake?

Only the very best! Not all cakes are 

created equal, and the ingredients are where 

it all begins and where it all ends. We source 

only the freshest, fi nest quality ingredients 

to produce the mouth-wateringly delicious 

cakes we’ve become renowned for. It’s such 

a cliché in the industry, but a look at our 

testimonials refl ects that our cakes really do 

taste as good as they look. We even keep 

free-range heritage breed chickens who lay 

the eggs used in our cakes. 

What’s the favourite cake you’ve 
created?

Without a doubt, it’s our “Nature’s 

Lovebirds” cake. In 2015, this cake saw us 

credited as one of the leading trendsetters in 

cake design (on a global stage) by industry 

peers. 

What’s even better is that many couples 

have chosen this design for their wedding. 
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Ever wondered what it takes to design a delicious and amazing 
wedding cake? FOCUS caught up with Nicole Slater from Sweet Love 

Cake Couture to find out how she takes her clients’ descriptions 
and turns them into delicious culinary creations.

“Gone are the 

days where the 

fondant is an inch 

thick. Our cakes are 

covered in fondant 

which is around 

3 mm thick, so it’s 

barely noticeable. ”

It’s pretty special to know that something that 

came from my heart and soul plays such an 

important part in the start of a couple’s journey 

together.

How long does a cake take to create on 
average?

Hmmmm, well that’s a diffi cult one to 

answer, because there’s no such thing as 

an average wedding cake. Mind you, it’s a 

question I get asked a lot ... So if I was to put a 

timeline on it, I’d say around three days. 

What are some of the options that people 
have when they order a cake?

Oh gosh, there are lots! There’s more to 

a cake than fi rst meets the eye. But when 

you break it all down, there are three main 

elements - size, fl avour and design. Size 

and fl avour are easy, but design options are 

limitless. Some clients bring us a picture of 

their dream cake. Others like different elements 

from a number of cakes. And some choose to 

have a cake designed exclusively for them. The 

good news is, we can work with any of these 

options. 

What have been some of the stranger 
requests that you have had?

There’s not much that surprises me anymore. 

One request was too naughty to print, but 

some other “unique” requests include zombies, 

skulls, Day of the Dead and dragons. 

What was the most extravagant cake that 
you have ever made?

There’s been a trend in the industry for a 

little while for naked cakes. While this style of 

cake is popular, particularly with our relaxed 

coastal lifestyle, clients either love them or hate 

them. 

For weddings though, there’s no escaping 

the captivating romance of a decorated cake. 

Gone are the days where the fondant is an inch 

thick. Our cakes are covered in fondant which 

is around 3 mm thick, so it’s barely noticeable.

Savvy brides are sending us photos of cakes 

from internationally renowned designers 

such as Cotton and Crumbs, Peggy Porschen, 

Maggie Austin Cakes and Faye Cahill Cake 

Design. 

Do wedding cake trends change?
Even in the relatively short time I’ve been in 

the industry, I’ve seen trends change. But the 

good thing is, there’s really no right or wrong. 

Everything goes, as it really is about a refl ection 

of the couple. 

What are your plans for the future?
An entire wall in my offi ce is taken up with 

a quote from Steve Jobs: “The only way to do 

great work is to love what you do”. This is the 

mantra for the business, and I plan to continue 

loving what I do.

Thanks Nicole.


